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1. Introduction
Inter-person communication is essential in our lives. With the fast development of
Internet, web communications, e.g., instant messenger, voice chat, video telephony
and social networks, becomes dominant means of telecommunication. However,
current prevalent technologies are still limited the communication ways to exchanging
text messages and streaming audio/video captured by a simple camera or a
microphone. It fails to provide an immersive “in-the-same-place” experience for the
communicators involved and lacks of ambient intelligence. With recent advances in
media computing and Internet of things (IoT), we are currently able to collect big data
(e.g., facial expression, eye gaze, head movement, expressive speech, body gestures,
audio scene and various types of sensory data) from multiple and cheap sensors.
Hence we are on our fast way to realize immersive display of a scene (e.g., 3D auditory
and visual space) with these collected rich data and enhance the sense of immersive
communication with ambient intelligence.
The vision of media computing for immersive communication is to enable natural
interactions via media technologies among people who are geographically distributed.
Recently, various research communities have been studying on audio/visual and signal
processing for immersive environments, including 3D audio rendering,
audio/speech/video
capture/synthesis/recognition/enhancement,
3D
visual
construction and multimodal multimedia interaction. The proliferation of
tele-presence systems, which is a form of immersive communication enabling effective
remote collaboration through realistic audio and video reconstruction of participants
and their environments, demonstrates the important of immersive communication.

The goal of this special issue is to bring together researchers and technologists
engaged in the development of media computing technologies and applications, and
to highlight the potential and special character of immersive communication. The
scope will focus on original/unpublished research papers that report novel algorithms,
systems and new applications. It will also consider survey articles that focus on the
state-of-the-art technologies and new trends and challenges in this area. All submitted
papers will be peer reviewed and will be selected on the basis of their quality and
relevance to the main theme of this special issue.
2. Topics
The scope of special issue includes, but not limited to:
- Immersive audio communication:
- Audio and speech recognition under immersive and adverse environments,
including robust front-end processing and back-end processing for speech
recognition, speaker recognition, audio scene classification
- Immersive audio and speech rendering, including loudspeaker and headphone
reproduction of spatial sound and speech synthesis
- Sound source localization and tracking, room geometry estimation etc.
- Immersive visual communication:
- 3D visual representation and reconstruction
- Effective object segmentation, tracking and recognition
- Novel video/image retrieval, indexing and ranking
- Understandings in diverse modalities of images in specific domains
- Virtual and augmented reality technologies
- Multi-modal interaction and multi-sensory fusion
- Audio-visual speech synthesis, talking avatars and virtual humans
- Audio-visual interaction based on gaze, visual prosody and gestures
- Emotion analysis and recognition through audio and visual and sensory cues
- Immersive communication applications and tools
3. Tentative Schedule
New deadlines:
Submissions due: May 31
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Final manuscript due: October 31, 2016
Publication date: Spring 2017 (Tentative)
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5. Submission Guidelines
Submitted papers should not have been previously published nor be currently under
consideration for publication elsewhere. Prospective authors should strictly follow the
author guideline from:
http://www.springer.com/engineering/computational+intelligence+and+complexity/journal/12652

for the preparation of submissions. Submitted papers will go through a strict peer
review procedure. A separate cover letter, that provides a clear summary of authors
and the article, is required when making the submission. All the papers should be
submitted to online submission system at
https://www.editorialmanager.com/aihc/default.aspx and by choosing S.I.: Media
Computing and Applications for Immersive Communications. See below.

